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Changing the vision
of aviation training
Client profile
Airliner1 provides unique, affordable airline training solutions. Born
from the Flight1 group of companies, Airliner1 boasts a team that has
been serving the private pilot, university, government and corporate
aviation sectors for the last 6 years. Their software is used in FAA
certified devices and the company operates in the USA and Europe.
In this case study, we speak with Steve Masson Managing Director
& Founder at Airliner1.

Steve is a retired Police Officer who’s

been a fan of flight simulation since the early 1980s when his
simulator of choice was the Sinclair ZX81. After a couple of twists
of fate, Steve and the team at Flight1 started work on a software
solution that would be at the core of a whole new generation of
airline training and would transform the way airline pilots were
trained.

It was this development that saw the start of Airliner1.

By the summer of 2013 the team knew they had the perfect software
solution and were adding the final touches to the hardware used in the
simulator. At that point it became obvious that the weakness in their
training solution was the visuals. They were using LCD flat panels
since there was no regulation that required a specific solution. In
order to come the leader they wanted to become, this needed to be
resolved.
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The Cobra challenge
The Cobra Simulation challenge was to provide Airliner1 with

costs. This would enable Airliner1 to become the leading

a visual solution that would allow them to achieve their aim

force it wanted to be and airlines to deliver top quality, efficient

to provide the aviation industry with next generation training

training solutions while reducing costs.

solutions that are effective, reliable and that reduce training

The Customer Review

“We knew we had hit gold with the training software
we’d developed but we also knew we were downright
weak on the visuals. This is where Cobra came in.
The Cobra Curved Display now provides our device
with the perfect, unrivaled visual solution. Well made
and impeccably supported, its ease of use makes it
a perfect partner for our training device. Together
we can make training using the simulator simple,
effective and reliable”.
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Why Cobra?
In response to this question, Steve explains “The moment the Cobra Curved Display was paired with
our unit is was obvious we had found the solution to our visual issues. It enables us to offer trainees
a far greater field of view and a seriously improved quality of training. Our seasoned instructors are
extremely impressed by the improvements brought by the Cobra solution; it’s almost like the Cobra
unit was built with us in mind. Within an hour of testing the unit our decision was made and we
purchased our first. Our instructors love the unit; our trainees adore the set up and most importantly
it is the perfect finishing touch to our next generation training solution”.

Benefits
When asked about the benefits the Cobra Curved Display provides, Steve split his response into four
key areas:
•

It provides the high quality visual we were previously lacking.

•

It comes at a cost effective price.

•

The Cobra service is second to none.

•

It has enabled us to improve our product and to increase our market share potential in one go.

Steve goes on to say “In my mind, benefits don’t come much better than that”.

The Cobra solution in detail
The Airliner1 solution was the Cobra Curved Display, a high definition projector, Cobra True
Dimension warping software mounted on the Cobra D630 stand together with a Premium Cobra
Support and maintenance contract.
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